Novice:

- Equine Science: Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5

Juniors:

- Equine Science: Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
- 4-H 661- 12th Edition. Horse and Pony Handbook: Policies, Halter and Showmanship, all English classes, all Western classes (includes all scored classes)

Intermediate:

- Equine Science: all
- 4-H 661- Horse and Pony Handbook: all
- Dictionary of Equine Terms-all
- Horse Industry Handbook-all
- Kainer Color Anatomy-all
- Tack Catalog-all

Seniors- Current National sources

- All Intermediate sources
- The Horse- Evans
- Nutrition and Feeding of the Horse- Lewis

System for selection of resources:

Intermediate and Senior resources were decided by consensus at a meeting of the coaches following the 2009 event.

Novice and Junior sources were determined based on a Qualtrics survey of coaches in Fall, 2010. Any section with more than 60% of coaches responding indicating they thought it should be used was added to the list. For the Junior division; horse and pony handbook, 52% indicated the entire book; and no sections had more than 60% of respondents indicate they wanted it. Therefore; the top 4 sections (Halter and Showmanship, Policies, English, and Western) all of which had more than 50% indicate support, were used. Please note, a new handbook will be published in 2011. ---Colleen